
Annexure A 

The aim of the proposed project is to create an ecosystem for the designing of smart and AI 
enabled electronics systems. Microprocessors have become integral parts of almost all the 
systems we see in our day-to-day life. Just like microwaves or telephones, devices with 

microprocessors have become so integrated into our daily lives, that we cannot imagine a life 
without them. It's sometimes hard to believe that only 60 years ago, computers were rare and 
were not available for the wider public. It wasn't until the '80s that computers entered our homes 

and - thanks to the microprocessor - really made an impact on the average person's life. 
Nowadays, modern microprocessors can perform extremely sophisticated operations in areas 
such as meteorology, aviation, nuclear physics and engineering, and take up much less space 
as well as delivering superior performance. Over the past 40 years, microprocessors have 

become faster and more powerful, yet increasingly smaller and more affordable. The 
manufacturing of a CPU is a highly complex and demanding process involving multiple 
hundreds of steps in cleanrooms. Almost all the microprocessors were developed by 

multinational companies like IntellAMDlFujitsu/NvidialIBM etc. This is the area in which we 
have to depend on foreign technology solely. Therefore, it is imperative to break this hard 
dependency in near future and to develop our own indigenous microprocessor for various 
applications. 

We import most of our technology from foreign and develop systems based on it. Such systems 

are used massively in defence and space applications. Many times, such systems are bugged 
with hardware viruses (or Trojans) which has potential to affect the developed systems at the 

critical times and failure of such systems may fail projects of national importance. Therefore, 
in order to become self-reliant in the area of Electronics System Design and Manufacturing, it 

is extremely important to develop technology in India so that we can not only design systems 

but also can manufacture them. 

Thus, our endeavour is to develop future and current technologies of national importance and 
contribute towards the growth of electronic system design and manufacturing. This project will 
serve help in creating an ecosystem in India especially north-east to develop technology for 
electronic system design and manufacturing. In order to address the issues, following problems 

have been formulated. 

1. Design of an energy and area efficient Machine Learning Co-processor 
2. Design of RISCV based energy and area efficient microprocessor for loT and IoE 

applications 


